June 1, 1991

Dear CAMERA Member,

CAMERA approaches its ninth Annual Meeting a growing and energetic organization whose mandate to address media distortion of Israel and the Middle East is recognized as increasingly urgent and essential. In the past year thousands of CAMERA members have written letters and phoned media outlets to express concern about inaccurate and biased coverage. Whether on the local scene in cities around the nation or in countering the TV Network giants, the CAMERA formula of documentation and response works. CAMERA has an impact!

The nationally-distributed newsletter, CAMERA Media Report, is sent to CAMERA members, Congressmen, media members and opinion-makers across America. A new publication, CAMERA on Campus, addresses the deeply troubling problem of anti-Israel bias in campus media. 35,000 copies of the pilot issue reached campuses nationwide, giving students information to combat inaccuracies and distortion. Early reviews are raves - from students, Hillel rabbis, and others.

"On CAMERA", a weekly column out of our Philadelphia office, is carried nationwide in the Jewish press. Conferences, seminars, research, phone networks, meetings with reporters and editors, and above all, letters and more letters are the regular fare of CAMERA.

As the new decade opened, CAMERA’s National Office relocated in Boston, to be housed with the organization’s National Media Resource Center. At the same time the Board of Directors has recently updated the original Bylaws of CAMERA to address the needs of the expanded organization.

Sincerely,

Andrea Levin  
National President

Sidney Laibson  
National Vice-President

Win Meiselman  
Founder
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